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#OTalk @OTalk_
Good evening #OTalk @Helen_OTUK on the account for this weeks chat hosted by @lezeki and discussing Assessing fatigue: capturing
what counts? If you missed the introductory post it can be found here: https://t.co/InHa9fRoGe https://t.co/sAw2Zq8PmW

#OTalk @OTalk_
Welcome one and all to this weeks #OTalk do say Hi even if you plan on lurking. Just the regular reminder of the #OTalk House Rules: All
codes of conduct apply Be respectful Have fun, enjoy and learn. https://t.co/ArhKsIqNIx

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! #otalk https://t.co/8z4WECyCYW

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@OTalk_ Hi #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
So for our first question: how do we as OTs conceptualise fatigue as experienced by people with neurological conditions? #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@BillWongOT Hi Bill . good to see you here at #OTalk

Sophie is my name. @ciderwithsophie
Will try to catch up with #OTalk after Cubs pick up as fatigue is something my new role is seeing a lot. I also wondered when the last talk
on pain management was…another area I’m seeing as important in my new role! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Hi Everyone, delighted to be joining in tonight #OTalk

Mags @mags_ob
@OTalk_ Hi #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 1

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@OTalk_ Hi! I'm full of the covid so I'm not sure how long I'll last #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
Hi actively taking part tonight #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OTalk_: Good evening #OTalk @Helen_OTUK on the account for this weeks chat hosted by @lezeki and discussing Assessing
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fatigue: capturin…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@rjh090384 @OTalk_ Sorry to hear that but glad you can join #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I find it really hard to conceptualise fatigue and to establish a shared understanding with service users. There is so much
misunderstanding about what fatigue is/is not #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@OTalk_ May or may not just lurk tonight as feeling pretty fatigued myself #otalk

Sarah Wood @sarahwoodOT
@OTalk_ Hi I'm lurking tonight, just got a new post in the post COVID service so really interested in this topic "  #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OTalk_ #OTalk I haven’t been here in a while but I’ll be in the background

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@preston_jenny absolutely- physical and mental fatigue are 2 different things. #otalk https://t.co/hFAJC8ZBlA

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@lezeki It's great to see that the Spoon Theory (#spoonie) is more talked about within practice. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lezeki Something that has a profound impact on their occupational performance (physically, cognitively and affective), and all types of
occupations #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lezeki #OTalk I used to use the metaphor of a fuel tank and engine, however I feel it doesn’t fully cover the residual effects of
neurological based fatigue and the aftermath of “overdoing it” or unexpected feelings of meh (sorry words are failing me, probably fatigue
related!)

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OTalk_ Hello hello :) I am struggling with the pfizer booster I had yesterday so perhaps a lurking session for me! #OTalk

Sarah Wood @sarahwoodOT
@preston_jenny Fatigue is a commonly used word, people may not understand what true fatigue feels like #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk - told you I was fatigued. Forgot the hashtag

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@lezeki The terms it's often described as to me are: More than tired. Mental exhaustion, running out of steam, energy petering out, hitting
a wall, drained, energy that isn't replenished by rest #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I'm such a fan of the Spoon theory, and found it invaluable when I was really struggle to manage fatigue myself
when ill! Good to see it gaining traction among professionals too #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @OTalk_ I am awaiting for my Moderna booster soon. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @OT_Jim: @lezeki #OTalk I used to use the metaphor of a fuel tank and engine, however I feel it doesn’t fully cover the residual
effects…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny Thank you for saying that as i was struggling with first question # . #otalk this is an area that my interest has grown in
since qualifying. So much more complex than my thinking from uni.. multi factors relating to condition, personal choice and motivation and
occupations

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OT_Jim @lezeki I like this! I have used 'spoon theory' to describe it before. #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@OT_Jim So thinking about fatigue as a resource issue? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Jim @lezeki I know in the autistic community, we use spoons as an analogy for energy levels. I think that analogy also applies with
folks with MS. #otalk

Sarah Wood @sarahwoodOT
@OTalk_ Thank you! #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @chaniedavies: @preston_jenny Thank you for saying that as i was struggling with first question # . #otalk this is an area that my
inter…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
This is so key i.e. the level of impact. I have to confess that as a therapist I never fully understood fatigue until my recent experience of
cancer related fatigue. It can be truly overwhelming at times with very little effort #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk That is dedication, hope daughter thumb is ok???

OTTomini @TominiOt
@RebeccaCus @OT_Jim @lezeki Oooh what is the spoon theory? #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@anyadei @lezeki Yes we’ve had this conversation before it's fab! @hunt46551883 spoke about it at the CYPF conference and it was so
great to see! #OTalk

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@anyadei @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I like spoon theory as it's easy for people toe understand as a concept. Pacing can be hard to get
right and sometime flexible persistence is the better route.#otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@lezeki It is hard one as it is so subjective and varies from one person to another. There are also different types of fatigue such as social,
mental, physical, emotional, etc. As a deaf person I struggle with listening fatigue but this is rarely recognised. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I completely agree with your perceptions @OT_Jim it doesn’t do it justice #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny #OTalk and the impact on occupational performance and roles routines over timescale longer than first thought.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TominiOt @RebeccaCus @OT_Jim @lezeki https://t.co/zQHDOrQklR Here is a YouTube video about this. #otalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@sarahwoodOT Completely agree #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lezeki The need to break activities into smaller parts. Pacing oneself and conserving energy for occupations that are meaningful to the
patient. The need to delegate tasks. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TominiOt @RebeccaCus @OT_Jim @lezeki https://t.co/ICdKcocITj and here is another video on it. #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@GillyGorry @anyadei @lezeki I completely agree! #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@preston_jenny It is so easy to think of fatigue as tiredness but it is so much more #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@anyadei @lezeki Great summary @anyadei #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki Bear with me while I find the explanation I typed out the other day to conserve my energy! #otalk
https://t.co/F3EUWCDfCx

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk check out @chronicinclude if you haven’t. They talk about energy limiting impairments Fatigue is def not just tiredness.

Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki #OTalk yes I like the spoon theory or battery analogy depends which relates more to the person.

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Yes, I feel (from my experience as patient myself, and as OT student) that the fluctuating aspect of fatigue can be so
difficult to understand and manage, esp in a biomedical culture of most healthcare #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lezeki #OTalk resources was my original thoughts, however it’s so much bigger, I like a Kawa style or logistics understanding as the
load/resources are only a small factor in how we perform, but like the recent fuel crisis the fuel wasn’t the issue…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@GillyGorry @lezeki And the rest … unable to focus, unable to think, unable to find the right words, complete exhaustion, unpredictable,
and so on #OTalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist$ ❤❤%  @musedNeuroOT
@chaniedavies @preston_jenny Parkinson's, dopamine and motivation leading to reports of fatigue - quite complex #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @anyadei @lezeki @hunt46551883 speaking of spoons theory... I realized that because I had not been to an in person
OT conference since COVID, I didn't realize I exhausted more spoons than I thought this past weekend! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @musedNeuroOT: @chaniedavies @preston_jenny Parkinson's, dopamine and motivation leading to reports of fatigue - quite
complex #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Here is the information on Spoon Theory #OTalk https://t.co/Z0GmzCSTGY

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ Hi late to #OTalk tonight but will lurk and learn!
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Nat Jones @natlouj
@BillWongOT @OT_Jim @lezeki #OTalk tell us more ' (

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@BillWongOT @anyadei @lezeki @hunt46551883 Yes, certainly I completely agree!! #OTalk

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@preston_jenny @lezeki Absolutely. It's the no 1 thing people tell me prevents a full life & having largely recovered from chronic fatigue
myself I can totally relate. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@lezeki This is how I used to conceptualise it. Imagine the D square is gone. It takes much more effort to compensate and complete the
route. #otalk https://t.co/a2TI2zT7go

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly like it because
it highlights the hidden and invisible cost of emotions or thoughts on fatigue as well as the obvious physical stuff) #OTalk
https://t.co/U88FD7Ux6n

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OTalk_ #otalk Thank you so much! Excited to read up more!

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I’m no longer convinced about pacing either. If the energy doesn’t exist in the first place, it can’t be spread out #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @anyadei @lezeki @hunt46551883 By the way, I drank 3 straight top shelf Long Island Iced Tea Friday night. #otalk
https://t.co/QLEOQVMwqD

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@anyadei @RosFrench1 @lezeki Love it! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@anyadei @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki As an ADHDer I have a zillion tabs open - literally and metaphorically and it is
exhausting. #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny That's interesting #otalk so we neex to be aware of what person is saying in the moment to be sensitive to how they can
manage

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @anyadei @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I do too as an autistic person. Sometimes it's so hard to remember
which tab I need to share if I am on Zoom meetings. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
@preston_jenny Interesting! #OTalk
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Pacing also implies choice and often there are factors outside of people’s control to consider too #otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki #OTalk I like that one @anyadei thank you

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OTalk_: Here is the information on Spoon Theory #OTalk https://t.co/Z0GmzCSTGY

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Nat Jones @natlouj
@lezeki #OTalk one symptom that seems to be commonly talked about is 'brain fog' )  the exhaustion doesn't abait and this affects
thinking functions *

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@preston_jenny That's why I like flexible persistence 2 steps forward 1 step back, but potential to be ahead overall. &. personally, if I
"boomed" all my energyon something meaningful, I didn't so much mind the "bust" #otalk

Ciara Blair @ciaramblair
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Lots of great points. Now for our second question: what tools are useful in gathering information about people’s fatigue? #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki People with mental health/CFS/neurodiversity have a certain number of spoons in their drawer. ADLs use
spoons (energy). Some days they have no spoons left/need to do an event and have to borrow spoons from tomorrow. But tomorrow
needs the same number of spoons. #otalk https://t.co/MM6PaPVsnl

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@BillWongOT @anyadei @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Yes because if they are closed they are often gone for good. #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@Occ4LifeLtd Absolutely #OTalk, particularly thinking about parenting

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@Occ4LifeLtd @anyadei @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Same. Brain drain, even when the body is willing at times. #otalk

Nat Jones @natlouj
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lezeki having our patients map out their daily routines. We then can see if there are parts of the day that needs restructuring. #otalk
https://t.co/O0u2Trb6Dk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 2

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@preston_jenny Hello #OTalk I agree. I’ve had chemo-induced fatigue and I get fatigue from my vasculitis. It’s a visceral, bodily
experience. Pacing is good for breathlessness but I can’t relate it to fatigue.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@GillyGorry @anyadei @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Yes bouncing from physical to cognitive fatigue is a challenge #otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki People with mental health/CFS/neurodiversity have a certain number of spoons in their
drawer. ADL…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies @lezeki I don't think I appreciated the cognitive and affective aspects before experiencing fatigue myself, and they can be
much more invisible - so we need to help patients feel confident to talk about these will us to help, and not dismiss them. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RebeccaCus: @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki People with mental health/CFS/neurodiversity have a certain number of spoons in their
drawer. ADL…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @preston_jenny: I find it really hard to conceptualise fatigue and to establish a shared understanding with service users. There is so…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk pacing and choices, I definitely see one being talked about with no consideration for if they want to pace or do the
said activity,

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
It’s strange but I don’t experience brain fog as such, just a lack of energy to make my brain think #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki well- going to OT conference sessions will be considered as IADL's... but the long duration
and expectation of being social during that time (when in person) can take quite a bit of spoons! #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki And eventually the arrears get so big all the spoons get repossessed #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Slight technical issue . Here is the next question Lots of great points. Now for our second question: what tools are useful in gathering
information about people’s fatigue? #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @RebeccaCus: @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki People with mental health/CFS/neurodiversity have a certain number of spoons in their
drawer. ADL…

Mags @mags_ob
@lezeki Fatigue diary sheets #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk pacing and choices, I definitely see one being talked about with no consideration for if they want to
pace…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OT_Jim: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk pacing and choices, I definitely see one being talked about with no consideration for if they want to
pace…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @GillyGorry @anyadei @RosFrench1 @lezeki Agreed #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Jim @Occ4LifeLtd haha- for neurodiverse OT folks, I think attending an AOTA conference in person will be an ultimate test in
dealing with pacing and choices! #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lezeki Self report, post activity reflections, #OTalk

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@lezeki I like to go through a typical day. Needs and wants, achieved and not. In context of their situation, and try setting small achievable
goals t start.#otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @anyadei: @chaniedavies @lezeki I don't think I appreciated the cognitive and affective aspects before experiencing fatigue myself,
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and…

Jo Heslip @JoHeslip
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@Occ4LifeLtd @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @TominiOt @OT_Jim Good point! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GillyGorry: @lezeki I like to go through a typical day. Needs and wants, achieved and not. In context of their situation, and try setti…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@mags_ob How reliable do you think those are? Do people fill them in in the car park? #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@lezeki #OTalk, communication - looking at individuals roles, routines and what matters to them prioritising activities and planning, activity
diaries

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@preston_jenny I associate brain fog with impaired decision making, word finding difficulties and short term memory issues. Can’t follow
threads. Imperative to reduce sensory overload and rest #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@lezeki Daily routine- fatigue diary #OTalk

OTTomini @TominiOt
@lezeki @Occ4LifeLtd @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @OT_Jim This makes perfect sense! Learn something new everyday! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@lezeki I think listening to understand the persons experience and their understanding of their own experience #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @Occ4LifeLtd @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki I am hoping I DON'T have that when I attend another in person OT
conference this week! #otalk

OTTomini @TominiOt
# # #

Mags @mags_ob
@lezeki Agree certainly not completely reliable, people with memory problems forget to complete or return…#OTalk

Kim Willis !  @SPCTeamLead
@lezeki @mags_ob #otalk, they used to be my go-to tool, however experience has made me question their usefulness... *

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@lezeki A personal commitment to curiosity in order to explore beyond physical fatigue, listen to patient ask about cognition, sensory ,
environmental challenges and their occupational patterns whilst acknowledging choice to enjoy and accept payback sometimes #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki you will need a fatigue diary if you come to an AOTA conference in person! #otalk

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
A GP once told me "energy breeds energy" personally I feel structure, routine, meaning & purpose lead to feeling "energized" but that can
mean acceptance that your energy meter needs to be dialled down if it is to keep going. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@jomadav39 The transcript will not be added to the post for a couple of days at least, so you can add your thoughts and comments after
the 'official' hour. #OTalk
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @TominiOt @OT_Jim @lezeki Thanks. Came up with it in response to yours. Brain is still firing today at
least #  #otalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @GillyGorry: @anyadei @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I like spoon theory as it's easy for people toe understand as a concept. Pacing can
be hard…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @lezeki A personal commitment to curiosity in order to explore beyond physical fatigue, listen to patient ask about
cogni…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@preston_jenny I wish I spent as much time listening to peoples experience of fatigue in clinical practice as i did in research #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lauradaisyjoyce @lezeki @lauradaisyjoyce do you have a specific tool that you use? #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @GillyGorry: A GP once told me "energy breeds energy" personally I feel structure, routine, meaning & purpose lead to feeling
"energized…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I used to agree but now I appreciate more how much fatigue fluctuates within/across/throughout the day and the unpredictability and how
that impacts on goal setting. I have no shortage of goals but realising them can be near impossible #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OT_Jim @lezeki #otalk could it be completing a diary/ planner log like at the end of the day and rating the fatigue before and after
activity?

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
Hi lurking +

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @lezeki: Slight technical issue . Here is the next question Lots of great points. Now for our second question: what tools are useful in…

Kim Willis !  @SPCTeamLead
@RosFrench1 @anyadei @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I drop the battery one into lots of conversations #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lezeki Lots of open questions... making them confident to share, listening and affirming that it is both understandable, and worth talking
about. I used to use visual tools like Spoons to talk about it with patients #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@chaniedavies @lezeki well- I rattled off some of the key rules of my favorite poker variants after I drank 3 straight glasses of Long Island
Iced Tea on Friday. I remembered most of the key rules to a tee! So, that's awesome cognition! #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I think it is hard for people to be reliable given the fluctuation #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Hi

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Love this. #otalk yup. I’m paying back for what I did yesterday but I wouldn’t not do it. Sometimes it is worth it

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@Lauren_kenton15 @lezeki Exactly, habit tracking, journaling or similar #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Do you use any fatigue scales? #OTalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
That makes an awful lot of sense @DrWMB #OTalk

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@preston_jenny Maybe meeting people where they are on their fatigue journey is best? Setting goals too soon could be demotivating?
#otalk.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@preston_jenny When I play golf, mentally fatigue can certainly affect my physical performance... other than weather or the length of a
round. #otalk https://t.co/O5iVFPWfTF

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
RT @DrWMB: @preston_jenny I associate brain fog with impaired decision making, word finding difficulties and short term memory
issues. Can’…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Me too! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk Kind of like a baseline of calorie intake for basic survival.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OT_Jim: @lezeki #OTalk I used to use the metaphor of a fuel tank and engine, however I feel it doesn’t fully cover the residual
effects…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Question 3: what challenges do we experience in practice when gathering information about fatigue? #OTalk

Kim Willis !  @SPCTeamLead
@preston_jenny Really challenging. It's like keeping stats on your workload. Spend all day writing your every move or just get on with
doing the doing? #OTalk

OTTomini @TominiOt
RT @anyadei: @lezeki Lots of open questions... making them confident to share, listening and affirming that it is both understandable,
and…

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@preston_jenny I agree. I find filling out diaries or describing a typical day v frustrating. I’d much rather home in on the impact of the
fatigue & how to address it. I’ve had to learn to rest in different ways #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@lezeki I have also started using depaul pem screening tool with long covid but to be honest i knew they had pem/pese or not from
conversations. PEM is another dimensional layer beyond fatigue and not widely educated #OTalk with multisystem neurological symptoms

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@GillyGorry @preston_jenny A 'fatigue journey' is a really helpful way to think about it! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@preston_jenny and unfortunately for an occupation like golf, often times the pace is at the mercy of the folks you are playing with or the
groups in front of you. 5+ hour golf rounds is a thing in Los Angeles. #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I wonder if that GP has ever experienced fatigue? I say that as a therapist who used to say similar things. I will definitely be changing my
mantra now in clinical practice #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@lezeki Self report, diaries, scales, but to be honest I’ve not found one that give reliable accurate info. Also depends on whether the
individual has the energy to complete these forms when they’re so fatigued. Patients often say they haven’t got round to filling in the forms
#OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @lezeki: @preston_jenny I wish I spent as much time listening to peoples experience of fatigue in clinical practice as i did in researc…
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sarah smith smizz ✏ ✏ ✏  φϬϐϑ @smizz
RT @preston_jenny: I used to agree but now I appreciate more how much fatigue fluctuates within/across/throughout the day and the
unpredict…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lezeki for someone like me... sometimes I really am good at sucking it up when I am actually fatigued! So, I won't disclose that unless I
trust my therapist. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
In my experience. Yes. #  They can provide really useful information though but wish there was easier ways to collate. #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lezeki For me, the lack of understanding by the wider MDT has always inhibited my assessments or interventions, #OTalk it was seen as
not important or just energy in = energy out

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
@lezeki I’d like to know of some, could come in useful in my work setting #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@SPCTeamLead @preston_jenny Quite. I quite like using body maps to track symptoms & I enjoyed the @CloudyPain app research, but
tracking fatigue seems counterintuitive #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@preston_jenny I had fatigue from hypothyroidism. I use d to think someone had turned gravity up because everything was such hard
work. And i got so far behind on life, I ground to a halt #OTalk

Kim Willis !  @SPCTeamLead
@lezeki I would struggle to answer the question 'how do you fill your day?' yet I sometimes find myself asking that question (and internally
cringing)..... #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lauradaisyjoyce @lezeki @lauradaisyjoyce thank you for explaining #otalk. Does anyone have a standardised tool that they use?

Gilly- does- Doing @GillyGorry
@preston_jenny Probably not. I think it can be hard to get, until experienced. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @lezeki For me, the lack of understanding by the wider MDT has always inhibited my assessments or interventions,
#OTalk it was…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@lezeki @mags_ob I use it as a starting point for discussion #otalk and don’t expect them to be as in detail. We flesh out detail together.

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SPCTeamLead @preston_jenny So important to recognise how managing fatigue can be really fatiguing as well! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @lezeki Self report, diaries, scales, but to be honest I’ve not found one that give reliable accurate info. Also
depen…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @SPCTeamLead @preston_jenny So important to recognise how managing fatigue can be really fatiguing as well! #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@lezeki Some don't understand the difference between fatigue and tired #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Interesting.... I see a topic for further discussion there! #OTalk (future panning?)

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @lezeki Some don't understand the difference between fatigue and tired #OTalk
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@lezeki My ideal (for me) would be a smart phone app that would voice prompt you and that you could voice note complete. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 3

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@lezeki This is a struggle in my work where people are acutely mentally unwell and often lack insight or what I think of as tunnel vision
meaning difficulty recalling info, remembering diaries, and implementing strategies. #otalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@OT_Jim @lezeki I wonder if others in the MDT are reluctant to engage with fatigue because it’s difficult to work out approaches that are
not primarily occupation-centred? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Definitely!!! #OTalk

Sarah Wood @sarahwoodOT
There is a stigma around fatigue ME/CFS, including with the MDT. Understanding and communicating the physical, cognitive,
psychological effects of fatigue is a big part of our interventions #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@AideenKa @lauradaisyjoyce There are lots freely available but it depends on your client group and all have limitations #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki well- in some occupations, though, it is not easy to differentiate the two. For example, when I play golf during a
hot afternoon, I would be both mentally and physically fatigued in the end, especially when my performance is rubbish! #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Me too! It makes us wonder about many of the questions we ask in practice #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @chaniedavies: @lezeki I have also started using depaul pem screening tool with long covid but to be honest i knew they had
pem/pese or…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @DrWMB: @preston_jenny I agree. I find filling out diaries or describing a typical day v frustrating. I’d much rather home in on the
imp…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @lezeki: @preston_jenny I wish I spent as much time listening to peoples experience of fatigue in clinical practice as i did in researc…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Occ4LifeLtd Absolutely - a kind of positive risk taking! Those meaningful occupations done in the right way can be energising! #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@DrWMB @lezeki #OTalk I did consider that, the same hypothesis seems to work for pain as well…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @GillyGorry: @preston_jenny Probably not. I think it can be hard to get, until experienced. #otalk

Joanne @jomadav39
@lezeki @mags_ob Agree not completely reliable but can give useful insights into daily demands #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DrWMB: @OT_Jim @lezeki I wonder if others in the MDT are reluctant to engage with fatigue because it’s difficult to work out
approaches…
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Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lezeki @lauradaisyjoyce I'm working with patient's with neurological conditions and those who had covid. Are there tools that you could
point out that might lead me in the right direction? #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@lezeki Internalised ableism; lack of understanding on what fatigue is as often used interchangeably with tiredness; patients may be so
fatigued they can’t fill in all the forms we want them to as part of gathering information #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OT_Jim: @lezeki For me, the lack of understanding by the wider MDT has always inhibited my assessments or interventions,
#OTalk it was…

Joanne @jomadav39
@Occ4LifeLtd @lezeki @mags_ob Agree with this useful as starting point #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lezeki @lauradaisyjoyce Thank you :) #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@lezeki I am great at masking in front of others. I imagine it is the same for many of our clients. #OTalk

OTTomini @TominiOt
Would be interesting to see what others use- are there any I can implement in my area of practice?* #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@Occ4LifeLtd Good idea, We need to make better use of technology #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki If I were playing at that desert golf course from last week in mid 30's C and my score were in 115+ range, I
would be mentally so over the round towards the end while sweating A TON, since I would be out there for at least 4 hours! #otalk

Lorin @LodroRinchen
RT @preston_jenny: I’m no longer convinced about pacing either. If the energy doesn’t exist in the first place, it can’t be spread out
#OTa…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
People telling us what they think they should have been doing for fear of judgement. Especially when it comes to thinking about
assessments being linked to benefits etc #otalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@OT_Jim @lezeki For me pain & fatigue are closely related. I remember working with person with chronic fatigue syndrome describing
how a person mowing the lawn down the road was painful. I know what that is like now. Dread tree surgeons. #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@AideenKa @lauradaisyjoyce I will DM a few to you later #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lezeki #OTalk I used to but not in recent years

Jo @Jo_the_student
@lezeki Stoicism? I imagine a lot of people "don't want to bother clinicians" and don't always admit to how fatigued they are? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @lezeki I actually mask a ton when I attend in person OT conferences... even though it is a meaningful occupation to me
as an autistic OT! #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lezeki @lauradaisyjoyce Thank you. I appreciate this :) #otalk
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Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@OTalk_ #otalk i am lucky i can have multiple as needed sessions with a patient to build up a picture, ask questions, rearrange when i
sense they have run out of ability to talk. To do it well needs to be over time and help patient be aware how relates to physical, cognitive &
sensory

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@DrWMB @lezeki Totally agree #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @lezeki Internalised ableism; lack of understanding on what fatigue is as often used interchangeably with tiredness;
p…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki Yes - adapting our approach to ensure we don't contribute to the fatigue! I found being a patient exhausting -
esp repeating stories, chasing appointments etc. so lots of system changes needed to improve this... #OTalk

Jackie Pottle @JackiePottleOT
Really like this -OTs understand this and reduces patients feeling of guilt at “not doing “

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@lezeki I’m interested in knowing more about heart rate monitoring although I wonder how feasible it is for some and how it links with
quality of life. Can it become as obsessive as calorie counting. #otalk

Mags @mags_ob
@lezeki Some clients have difficulty in recognising their fatigue #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@OT_Jim @lezeki #otalk agree

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@Occ4LifeLtd There’s a fear of being misunderstood or not being believed isn’t there? I remember that in practice and I see it now, in my
own responses to health care professionals. Carefully appraising what they can take on board #OTalk

OTTomini @TominiOt
RT @DrWMB: @Occ4LifeLtd There’s a fear of being misunderstood or not being believed isn’t there? I remember that in practice and I
see it n…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@mags_ob @lezeki and in some occupations, you can't stop even when you are fatigued mentally and/or physically! #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DrWMB: @Occ4LifeLtd There’s a fear of being misunderstood or not being believed isn’t there? I remember that in practice and I
see it n…

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ Definitely agree with this from a service user perspective. I’m suspicious if anyone gets really interested to
be honest #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ That sounds such a helpful approach! #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lauradaisyjoyce @lezeki That would be really helpful. Thank you :) #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@lezeki I think a lot of it is not wanting to be a burden on others, so people will struggle through and crash when they are alone. I know I
need decompression time after socialising + when I have a full day with others I struggle a lot the next day #otalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@lezeki I think statutory are so focused on “issue specific” meeting of needs they don’t have time to spend the time needed to build a
picture over time. Today I focused on one part of life that is impacting fatigue, appeared tiny but to her it will save more spoons for other
days #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
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@DrWMB Definitely #otalk Some you can feel much more open with than others.

Kim Willis !  @SPCTeamLead
@OT_Jim @lezeki #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@DrWMB @Occ4LifeLtd Are some people fatalistic about it? See it as part of their illness? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@mags_ob @lezeki one time in undergrad... I played a poker home game with my dorm mates from 10 pm at night to 7 am the next
morning. Then, I had class at 8 am! You can imagine how sleepy I was during class... lol! #otalk https://t.co/hHNYm6Wvoo

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki It’s hard to appreciate on the other side isn’t it? I’ve had fatigue and then been exhausted on top of
that by having an appointment. Have to plan v carefully or it can take days to recover. #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@lezeki #OTalk service time pressures, the individual, family, carers and MDT understanding the impact of fatigue on an individuals daily
occupations, also that fatigue is multidimensional and variable

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTSophie: @lezeki I think statutory are so focused on “issue specific” meeting of needs they don’t have time to spend the time
needed t…

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@Occ4LifeLtd @lezeki How does fatigue affect heart rate? (Currently low priority issue for me at the moment) #OTalk

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ I once got a "well I can't magically make you not tired"from a professional. strangely enough I haven't sought
further support since #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
And our final question: how do we know or assess whether our intervention has made a positive impact? #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@RosFrench1 And often isn't the only challenge faced by people so it becomes even more complex #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @lezeki and it's tough too in some occupations. Imagine you are engaging what you really enjoy, and then all of a sudden
you have to tell your friends that you have to call it quits! One situation I can imagine- what if you have to quit in the middle of a mahjong
game? #otalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@OTSophie @lezeki That sounds very helpful #OTalk

Sarah Higson !  @sarah_higson
RT @anyadei: @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki Yes - adapting our approach to ensure we don't contribute to the fatigue! I found being a patient
exh…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@lezeki Once again reviewing the fatigue diary? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @lezeki but speaking of that... I know I slept for at least 8-9 hours the last 3 nights after my first in person OT conference
since COVID! #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lezeki @DrWMB @Occ4LifeLtd It’s a spectrum of perceptions, with different meanings and interpretations for each individual. The
narrative I hear often is this is me not an illness, it’s my life #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RosFrench1: @lezeki #OTalk service time pressures, the individual, family, carers and MDT understanding the impact of fatigue on
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an ind…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@DrWMB @Occ4LifeLtd We are looking at things like heart rate and heart rate variability with fatigue but the research is embryonic at the
moment #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Occ4LifeLtd Absolutely! And sense of it being futile if professionals haven't been able to help to date either... (part of a wider lack of
understanding of OT too?) #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@lezeki @Occ4LifeLtd It is definitely part of my ANCA vasculitis. It’s a sign I’m flaring. #OTalk guess it’s the same for many systemic
rheumatological and autoimmune conditions.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@DrWMB @lezeki More the other way round. See https://t.co/y9YpYDnTvY #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RosFrench1 @lezeki Acknowledgement of the needs, wants and have to do may not be in balance for someone to accept and work
with fatigue management. Understanding individual demands and conflicts where they feel no choice rather than just repeating treatment
suggestions #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@rjh090384 @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ Wow, a helpful response then...#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 4

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist$ ❤❤%  @musedNeuroOT
I'm not sure that I can ever claim that my intervention was the sole reason for any positive impact *  #OTalk

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@lezeki @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ And once again a professional cannot differentiate between fatigue and tired either #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@rjh090384 @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ #otalk i liked this but retracted as i really do not like this at all! How awful

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@Occ4LifeLtd @lezeki That’s very interesting. I can see how that would work #OTalk but as you say it could become a bit obsessive

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@lezeki @DrWMB With #LongCovid I have a high heart rate to start with so pretty much anything takes me out of range - although
according to cardiologist it’s fine?! #otalk

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@chaniedavies @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ I knew what you meant #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @anyadei: @Occ4LifeLtd Absolutely! And sense of it being futile if professionals haven't been able to help to date either... (part of a…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@musedNeuroOT ☝ #OTalk
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Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@musedNeuroOT Maybe not the sole impact.....we aren't superhero OT's...At least I'm not :-)) #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@OTSophie @lezeki It would be great to have occupational therapy like that #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lezeki self report. If it is under the lifestyle redesign approach, it will be checking in if the patients implemented our suggestions, as well
as whether if there are significant differences (hopefully positively) when they are implemented. #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@chaniedavies @rjh090384 @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ #OTalk same here!!

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@rjh090384 @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ So sorry to hear you had such an awful experience and response. .  #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@OT_Jim @lezeki @Occ4LifeLtd That makes a lot of sense. Fatigue is part of life. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
How interesting @AvrilDrummond1 I must read it #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@lezeki Assessing whether a patient can consistently participating in everyday activities and therapy sessions over a period of time,
without crashing. #OTalk. When the patient is also able to participate in more activities than they used to be able to.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@DrWMB @lezeki I like the energy measure tool from the FACETS - multiple sclerosis fatigue programme. Here’s my guide on it
https://t.co/UwXE3OTXES #otalk

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@anyadei @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ It's not new or unusual unfortunately it is a lived experience for many #spoonie #chronicillness
#otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@lezeki #OTalk absolutely multi dimensional and multi factorial and often put to one side if they perceive other aspects are more important
to address first

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@AvrilDrummond1 @OTalk_ #otalk the narrative that cause is psycholgical needs to stop. Mental health is impacted by change in
occupational participation, undertandably in my eyes. It may help some bits but not complete solution for people experiencing physical
issues

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@jaynethill @RebeccaCus @lezeki well- if it's a game like mahjong, though, I think you can make people mad if you don't bring a backup
player. It's a strictly 4-person occupation! #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@lezeki At the moment I look at the amount of time bedroom-based vs communal areas, attending to personal care, attending ward
activities. This is predominantly motivation-focussed and building up a balanced routine to build tolerance of fatigue. #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@lezeki Self report - do they’ve a better understanding of their fatigue, have they worked through their internalised ableism & recognise
that it is ok to have recovery or rest days, are they able to prioritise what they need to do with the level of fatigue they’ve in that moment
#OTalk
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @chaniedavies: @AvrilDrummond1 @OTalk_ #otalk the narrative that cause is psycholgical needs to stop. Mental health is impacted
by chan…

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@AideenKa @lezeki And do things in a way that feels right to them. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@chaniedavies @AvrilDrummond1 @OTalk_ Totally. #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Rest is also an occupation! #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@DrWMB @lezeki @Occ4LifeLtd Also fatigue can be a normal response to life. Like sadness or pain, it can be ok to be fatigued, however
like any aspect of life it can become or causes dysfunction #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@Occ4LifeLtd @lezeki Thanks that looks good to check later #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@lezeki #otalk the patient still wants to talk to you and update you on their progress

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@sm_partnership @Occ4LifeLtd Yes!!! And it has stayed with me since then! A big part of my own recovery and I hope to share it once
qualified! #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@SPCTeamLead @lezeki Interesting! Also, don't worry about the grammar its easily lost with the pace of #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@BillWongOT @RebeccaCus @lezeki Confession time… just had to Google what that game involved and I have forgotten #otalk all night
oppps!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@jaynethill @RebeccaCus @lezeki Golf is actually easier, especially if you are paired up with strangers. In LA, there are people quitting in
the middle of the 18 holes for a variety of reasons! #otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@lezeki #OTalk, the individual or carer is able to recognise or acknowledge their fatigue or impact of their fatigue. They feel that they
understand and have the tools and have been listened to and believed

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@chaniedavies @AvrilDrummond1 @OTalk_ This is so true. It is definitely time occupational therapists stopped to question why they are
using psychological frames of reference #OTalk

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
@RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki An underrated occupation at that! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@BelgianBenny @AvrilDrummond1 @preston_jenny The controversial ME/CFS trial! That is all over Twitter due to a delay in publishing
the new Nice guideline?! #otalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@OT_Jim @DrWMB @Occ4LifeLtd Good point because fatigue is protective from an evolutionary perspective...obviously not when it
becomes long term though #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @jaynethill @lezeki yeah- except in a game of Mahjong, people typically go on and on for hours! So, a better strategy is to
bring a backup player if you need to rest. #otalk

Avril Drummond!  @AvrilDrummond1
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ Probably chicken and egg scenario here to some extent.#OTalk
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#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
Due to my difficulties with sensory modulation and frequent sensory overload, plus my introversion, plus masking all of this when in the
presence of others, I do crash a lot! I have started booking annual leave half days after a busy day of socialising #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @lezeki That is why my typical routine for out of neighborhood OT conference will include a day
or 2 of relatively relaxing days at least! I am taking that luxury as an OT professional! #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Really struck by how many joining #OTalk have personal experience of fatigue as well as their professional OT roles - sad (because
people I so value have also suffered) but also humbling and I hope of benefit to our patients (when appropriately shared) #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@SPCTeamLead @GeorgiaVineOT You make a really important point - a good outcome is person centred and contextual #OTalk

Avril Drummond!  @AvrilDrummond1
@Occ4LifeLtd @BelgianBenny @preston_jenny I avoided saying that. But yes! + #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
I mean this is true sadly but that’s not to say there aren’t things that might help. They just take more time and resources than most
professionals are allowed to/able to give. #otalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @lezeki But equally difficult for patients when no amount of rest takes away the fatigue…. It’s such a
complex issue to explore with our patients isn’t it? Important we take time for the lives experience #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk *** 5 min WARNING *** With only 5 minutes of the official hour left what are your take away thoughts? Have you set any #CPD
goals following this chat? What are your follow up actions? https://t.co/sZOpFlsWmj

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @lezeki Although I would say... for WFOT... I am VERY TEMPTED to tack on 2 extra weeks to
make it a meaningful European vacation! #otalk

Mags @mags_ob
@lezeki Reviewing fatigue diaries, and clients reporting increase in occupational performance #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Discovering different forms, functions and meanings of rest as an
occupation has enabled me to live with my fatigue #OTalk https://t.co/7zV8lbxlhN

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@Occ4LifeLtd It was the expectation that I wanted a magic pill when all I wanted was support and help. Treated like a malingerer rather
than a patient reaching out #otalk

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
RT @DrWMB: @CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Discovering different forms, functions and meanings of
rest as an occupati…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
This doesn’t surprise me. I’d be interested in them doing much more active brain scanning research building on what is known about a
Neuroplastic recovering brain using more brain to do an activity of one that has no damage. #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@DrWMB @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki Yes, I wrote about just this a while ago for @bmj_latest ... https://t.co/6xjmiYByyC #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@DrWMB @lezeki Any feedback welcome #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Absolutely, it's easy to place blame on the patient: "you're not resting properly", "you're too busy",
"you're not busy enough" Remaining patient centred and BELIEVING our patients when they tell us something hasn't worked are key to
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supporting. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
I think for occupation of poker, a cool innovation for managing fatigue... make it a tag team tournament format for everyone! (This DOES
exist in World Series of Poker, by the way.) #universaldesign #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @DrWMB: @CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Discovering different forms, functions and meanings of
rest as an occupati…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@OTalk_ It has been such a dynamic conversation tonight. Thank you to everyone for taking part. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@jaynethill @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @lezeki It’s important to think about what are restful occupational forms: for me they change
rapidly. I understand them best thinking about sensory processing #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki So agree with this! #OTalk

ash/  @authenthicccc
Today one of the girls in my client's class told me that he talks about our sessions, and that it's good and and that coming to OT is better
than being in class. I've been struggling with this degree and I think that it is important to celebrate the little things0  #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@anyadei That’s so true #OTalk

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@anyadei I chose OT because of my lived experience. I'm only a second year student but I feel it makes me a better OT #otalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@chaniedavies @lezeki Absolutely agree with this. I think working to their agenda,engagement and building trust is really important with
this patient group #OTalk

Avril Drummond!  @AvrilDrummond1
@Occ4LifeLtd Scans very expensive. But some work in this topic in London. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thank you for hosting, it has been a great discussion. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
This #otalk. People want support not a lecture

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@rjh090384 @anyadei your lived experiences can be powerful on determining the CPD path you choose for your future. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @authenthicccc: Today one of the girls in my client's class told me that he talks about our sessions, and that it's good and and that
co…

Caroline @Carolin03459888
RT @preston_jenny: I’m no longer convinced about pacing either. If the energy doesn’t exist in the first place, it can’t be spread out
#OTa…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@AvrilDrummond1 Yes can only really happen in research sadly #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
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Well that is the end of the 'official' #OTalk hour. Do keep chatting as the transcript will not be added for a few days. Thank you to @lezeki
for hosting this evenings chat. Such an interesting conversation. Thank you to everyone who has shared and chatted this evening.

Rox Talbot (she/her) @rjh090384
@preston_jenny Agreed. I never have enough spoons to do what I need to do and never an option to not do those things either #parent
#student #wife #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @DrWMB: @CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Discovering different forms, functions and meanings of
rest as an occupati…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
It sure has. Thank you for facilitating such a topical discussion @lezeki #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@rjh090384 Same here... and it feels that part of me is welcomed within OT in ways it might not be in other professions. 0  #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ #OTalk thank you for a great talk and question set

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk #CPD Goals!

Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei #OTalk totally agree I think lived experience does really help with understanding and validation, being able to discuss, ask the
right questions and listen especially explaining it to carer and MDT members

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OTalk_ @lezeki #otalk thank you!

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @anyadei: Really struck by how many joining #OTalk have personal experience of fatigue as well as their professional OT roles - sad
(bec…

Jackie Pottle @JackiePottleOT
Thanks for lots of thought provoking ideas about this topic #OTalk

Carolyn OT &  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @lezeki Thank you! #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@OTalk_ Thank you for the opportunity to connect and share! #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki @bmj_latest Made me smile. I see one or other of my consultants every other month or so, but the
build up is just like you say. It doesn’t matter what sort of health professional I’ve got to see. #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ @lezeki #OTalk thank you

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lezeki @OTalk_ you may want to aim higher... perhaps a peer reviewed article or two if you find the right researchers. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@AvrilDrummond1 But this is why we need multidisciplinary research. Brain scans as part of a study looking at pacing or other OT
modalities would be so interesting #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk is a great #CommunityofPractice Thank you all for a great evening of chatting @Helen_OTUK signing off the account now. Oh and
don't forget to reflect and connect! hehehe

Mags @mags_ob
@OTalk_ @lezeki Thank you, some interesting points raised #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OTalk_ @lezeki Failed to lurk today1 #OTalk is just too interesting not to get involved!

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I use it so much it’s unbelievable! It also just makes complete sense and places no blame or reason, treats
everyone as equal #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@AvrilDrummond1 We can dream. One day. #otalk https://t.co/qp81jDmgs3

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@lezeki @OTalk_ #otalk facinating reflecting on my knowledge growth in this area over past couple of years and how wide my mind is to
this topic. As usual sent many links to myself and learnt from others lived experiences. Can only help my practice and care

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
It totally makes sense to use the language that the client group use! #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: It totally makes sense to use the language that the client group use! #otalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Occ4LifeLtd I find it so interesting how many barriers there can be to people opening up due to perceptions and expectations.
Therapeautic use of self so important to setting the scene& showing it’s not about the other stuff, it’s about them #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OTSophie: @Occ4LifeLtd I find it so interesting how many barriers there can be to people opening up due to perceptions and
expectations…

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I go with spoon theory a lot, I find it's an easy concept for people to get the basics and something I relate well
to myself as well #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
@lezeki @OTalk this might be helpful for people wondering what fatigue can be like for me some days #OTalk https://t.co/xW6XJivuog

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Definitely agree. Rigidity is not going to work as it doesn’t fit with real life #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@DrWMB @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki @bmj_latest Recognising this journey when patients see us should hopefully enable us to make that
time count, show empathy and help them recognise and navigate these exhausting rollercoasters in the system! #OTalk

Avril Drummond!  @AvrilDrummond1
@MEMilitant1 @BelgianBenny @Occ4LifeLtd @preston_jenny When I said controversial- I didn’t quite realise all this! Thanks. Will read
this.#otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@AvrilDrummond1 @MEMilitant1 @BelgianBenny @preston_jenny Oh yes extremely controversial. I also recommend @StripyLightCIC
training #otalk

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
@lezeki #OTalk fatigue diaries seem to be most common. But for some people this is another activity they need to add into their day.
Sometimes these can be made more easily accessible through phone apps that simplify it

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Pacing also implies choice and often there are factors outside of people’s control to consider too #otalk
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Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
@lezeki #OTalk not at present but would be open to suggestions

Kerry Pace $  !  she/her @DiverseLearners
@GeorgiaVineOT @GillyGorry @anyadei @lezeki I'm a #Spoonie too. I recommend it, as well as model it, in all my specialist 1:1 session
to all the students and clients I work with. Many are OTs. #OTalk

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
@lezeki #OTalk it feeling like homework and another task for the individual

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki The origin story :) thanks @KarenScorerOT #otalk https://t.co/e33voN29hF

Kerry Pace $  !  she/her @DiverseLearners
Similar tech idea to monitor fatigue I use my Alexa as I can say stuff into any time I remember and from bed. Also linked #SpoonTheory so
tell Alexa how many spoons I have left at end of each day. I can then send / share the Alexa list with my consultant / GP / OT etc #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk. Exactly. It’s much more complex and individual that people understand #LongCovid

Kerry Pace $  !  she/her @DiverseLearners
@RosFrench1 @anyadei I share my own lived experience with fatigue and that of my daughters as we've #dyspraxia. I don't think fatigue
is an element that's recognised enough. Sharing often helps to connect and build a safe trusting relationship. Often get told "it's such a
relief you get it." #Otalk

Chris Stribblehill #DYSPR @ChrisStribbs
RT @DiverseLearners: Similar tech idea to monitor fatigue I use my Alexa as I can say stuff into any time I remember and from bed. Also
l…

kim jansen @lefthandwoman
@lezeki I use this Other ppl have the giant/big battery. It’s good quality, lasts a long time and is easy to charge I have the little disc ones.
Not a lot of power to begin with and doesn’t hold much of a charge and long charging time Low battery = everything slows down until
stopped https://t.co/3brdhVasZm

Shirley Pearce @shirleypearceot
@rjh090384 @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ Oh dear - I'm sorry that happened. "Maybe not, but you can listen and learn from my lived
experience, validate my feelings and start from where I am now..." Some professionals don't understand about getting aongside... #OTalk

Rachel Nevin @rachelnevinot
RT @lezeki: So for our first question: how do we as OTs conceptualise fatigue as experienced by people with neurological conditions?
#OTalk

motherofaliens @agirlandme
RT @preston_jenny: I’m no longer convinced about pacing either. If the energy doesn’t exist in the first place, it can’t be spread out
#OTa…

Rachel Nevin @rachelnevinot
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Jane Moseley @janiemoseley
@preston_jenny I find pacing helpful in managing my fatigue, especially by being aware of my symptoms and recognising when to rest or
change activities. It’s not an exact science but being self-aware to have control over symptoms rather than symptoms controlling my daily
activities. #otalk

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @GillyGorry: A GP once told me "energy breeds energy" personally I feel structure, routine, meaning & purpose lead to feeling
"energized…
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @janiemoseley: @preston_jenny I find pacing helpful in managing my fatigue, especially by being aware of my symptoms and
recognising whe…

Jude Mitchell @judem2013
Just picking up on bits and pieces of #OTalk about fatigue and wondering if #TrafficLightVelcroTime got a mention. @ot_emmie
@dj_tiny_rabbi @rosewhite2000 who have I missed?

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
It's worthwhile catching up on the #OTalk chat about fatigue this evening. As someone who is still trying to find answers for my own fatigue
issues, it's an interesting read.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @MOHOspark: It's worthwhile catching up on the #OTalk chat about fatigue this evening. As someone who is still trying to find
answers f…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Not that I saw. Do tell us more! #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
I’m not sure how useful they all are. Would you recommend any? And why? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DrWMB: @lezeki @OTalk this might be helpful for people wondering what fatigue can be like for me some days #OTalk
https://t.co/xW6XJivu…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @lezeki Internalised ableism; lack of understanding on what fatigue is as often used interchangeably with tiredness;
p…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @anyadei: @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki Yes - adapting our approach to ensure we don't contribute to the fatigue! I found being a patient
exh…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Anyone working with people with #LongCovid or any other chronic condition needs to read this #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @rjh090384: @preston_jenny Agreed. I never have enough spoons to do what I need to do and never an option to not do those things
either…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DrWMB: @jaynethill @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @lezeki It’s important to think about what are restful occupational forms: for me
they chang…

Cathy Thomson @cathythomsonPT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Anyone working with people with #LongCovid or any other chronic condition needs to read this #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RebeccaCus: @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Absolutely, it's easy to place blame on the patient: "you're not resting properly",
"you're…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Another helpful post for those of us struggling to manage fatigue #otalk #LongCovid

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@jaynethill @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @lezeki Yes there is a base level of fatigue that doesn’t really ever disappear and that’s our
experience of normal. It isn’t being self defeating to acknowledge that. In fact through acknowledging comes acceptance and the ability to
work with it #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Anyone working with people with #LongCovid or any other chronic condition needs to read this #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
An occupational outcome not a fluctuating symptom measure one. It’s like the PQ9 - it says think about the last 2 weeks but how you feel
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on the day undoubtedly influences how you score it. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
That’s a great strategy. I have worked part time for most of my career to be honest because it helped me manage to have a day off. Of
course I never actually did less than full time hours. Now I would push for a day working for home but still getting the full time pay! #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @lezeki: @OT_Jim @DrWMB @Occ4LifeLtd Good point because fatigue is protective from an evolutionary perspective...obviously not
when it b…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RebeccaCus: @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Rest is also an occupation! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DrWMB: @chaniedavies @AvrilDrummond1 @OTalk_ This is so true. It is definitely time occupational therapists stopped to question
why the…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
I have had times where psychologically I have felt really good so the fatigue is definitely energy limitation rather than motivational to linked.
And I’ve had times where it has compounded the fatigue but I know the difference. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RosFrench1: @lezeki #OTalk, the individual or carer is able to recognise or acknowledge their fatigue or impact of their fatigue.
They…

Magapanthus @magapanthus
RT @preston_jenny: I’m no longer convinced about pacing either. If the energy doesn’t exist in the first place, it can’t be spread out
#OTa…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Love this as an outcome/quality check. Drop offs/DNAs/disengagement is often indicative of a poor outcome but they get left off
research/service evaluation. We always need to find out why! #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @lezeki Self report - do they’ve a better understanding of their fatigue, have they worked through their
internalised…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
Not sure whether more activities is quite the right outcome. It’s maybe about balancing activity with symptom exacerbation or feeling
happier with performance. COPM would probably be a good measure here #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @BillWongOT: @lezeki self report. If it is under the lifestyle redesign approach, it will be checking in if the patients implemented our…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@rjh090384 @lezeki @natashaswallow5 @OTalk_ It makes me laugh when people talk about objectively measuring fatigue when it is
such a subjective/variable thing. To truly see the effect you’d have to follow someone around for a time. Capturing experience in one hour
appointment isn’t possible. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @chaniedavies: @RosFrench1 @lezeki Acknowledgement of the needs, wants and have to do may not be in balance for someone to
accept and wo…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Occ4LifeLtd This is such a great idea Kirsty, I’m going to run a report on our DNA’s to identify patterns to address! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
@judem2013 @OT_SHU Ooh. Excited to hear from them. #otalk

Kerry Pace $  !  she/her @DiverseLearners
@OTalk_ Hi lovely #OTalk team have contributed post chat and post Bake Off. Hope I'll get some time to contribute tmw as have lived
experience of fatigue due to #Dyspraxia and so do many of the students and staff I provide specialist 1:1 support for, many of whom are
OTs.

limehouse @limehou11657626
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RT @Occ4LifeLtd: I have had times where psychologically I have felt really good so the fatigue is definitely energy limitation rather than…

J. Ruth Kelly (she/her) @jruthkelly
This. Right here. Mitos don't work. Krebs won't work. Rest keeps you vaguely from worse symptoms and then...it doesn't.

Occupational Becky (she/her) @Occupational_B
RT @RebeccaCus: @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Rest is also an occupation! #OTalk

TAU OT dept. @OT_Tel_Aviv
Did you know that despite the increased depression, the COVID-19 lockdown was associated with significantly higher hope levels? #OTalk
#OccupationalTherapy Read more on Dr. Redlich-Amirav's recent publication at: https://t.co/EHcMIeDTOI

TAU OT dept. @OT_Tel_Aviv
Want to learn about the role for spirituality in the relationship between occupation and hope? Read Dr. Redlich-Amirav's recent publication
in: #Otalk #OccupationalTherapy https://t.co/B3jVzcNAd8

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Anyone working with people with #LongCovid or any other chronic condition needs to read this #otalk

OT_Skiff !  @OT_Skiff
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Anyone working with people with #LongCovid or any other chronic condition needs to read this #otalk

Nicky Low @nickysarahlow1
@natlouj @BillWongOT @OT_Jim @lezeki ❤  #spoontheory #OTalk https://t.co/PUUF8QBMPy

OT_Skiff !  @OT_Skiff
@OTalk_ @Helen_OTUK @lezeki Hi! I'm gutted I missed this but ironically I forgot & I had to put phone away yesterday. But all I'll say is I
don't think I fully understood how debilitating fatigue was until I developed #LongCovid I have found it really difficult to pace it's an absolute
minefield #OTalk

OT_Skiff !  @OT_Skiff
@preston_jenny I find pacing helpful but it has taken me 19 months to find a pattern that works. However, feel like I'm starting all over
again since returning to work. I also find Heart Rate Monitoring is helping me to guide pacing #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Another helpful post for those of us struggling to manage fatigue #otalk #LongCovid

Nicky Low @nickysarahlow1
RT @anyadei: @DrWMB @SusanGriffiths5 @lezeki Yes, I wrote about just this a while ago for @bmj_latest ... https://t.co/6xjmiYByyC
#OTalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@CeeCeeOT weekly #OTalk is gr8t Join yr local @RCOT branch like @RCOTTrentregion explore yr local & not so local university's with
occupational therapy programmes & student groups @shout_team @DerbyOTsociety @OBU_OT keep exploring keep reading & study
peer-led mental health @SoteriaNetUK

Clarissa @GeekyOT
So grateful for all that #OTalk has given me over the past 10 years. Endless opportunities for development, reflection, connection, and
lifelong friendships. If you’re thinking of signing up: doooo it! "

Kerry Pace $  !  she/her @DiverseLearners
@SophieMaynard8 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki I like that you can allocate your own amount of spoons. e.g I've 10 spoons from the
moment I wake up to going to sleep 4 spoons for ME to get up and dressed That means I've got 6 for the rest of the day. If I use my bed
as a workspace I keep spoons in my stash #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Bríd Dunne 3  @BridDunneOT
This is possibly the best resource I’ve ever come across on managing fatigue - I used the technique myself during cancer treatment and it
was so helpful #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
2018 - This year we wanted to support the #OTalk community to increase their practical skills in using social media. #OTalkTurnsTen
#OTalkOnTour 1/4 https://t.co/E58wrXYySG

#OTalk @OTalk_
We supported students with Q&As at the Northern & Yorkshire Student conference & held an occupational station @theRCOT Annual
Conference in Belfast covering a variety of online platforms. #OTalkTurnsTen #OTalk 2018 2/4 https://t.co/MbDwAdTgRJ

Nicky Low @nickysarahlow1
@HealthMusicPerf @natlouj @BillWongOT @OT_Jim @lezeki #OTalk catch-up this morning ... then googled ....glad useful 4  good to
have a range of visual explainers for what is a complex topic

#OTalk @OTalk_
Later in the year we had our first stand at the @theOTShow and got to meet more of our community as well as present. #OTalkTurnsTen
#OTalk and a further article in @OTnews was published Oct 2018 3/4 https://t.co/f0TFpNMuSw

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk. Having adequate financial resources is vital for all of this

Amy Mooney @AmyMooney145
@lezeki #OTalk clinicians: pacing is NOT reconditioning. Differentiate btw “fatigue” that can b resolved w/ rest & lightening work load and
“fatigue” of post exertional malaise/exertional intolerance. Read about pacing here: https://t.co/px5ZoJWI6l more info @PhysiosForME
@PTOT4MECFS

#OTalk @OTalk_
@ali_mowbray @House_OT @georgin4OT @TheOTShow This is our website https://t.co/m61Sy0TzLZ The team are all OT’s working
across the UK and do #OTalk as a volunteers in our spare time. October 25th marks ten years of weekly free CPD on Twitter we run a
chat every Tuesday 8pm. Do join us. All the OT’s you need to know do☺

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life !  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DrWMB: @CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Discovering different forms, functions and meanings of
rest as an occupati…

Gemma @Gemma_OcTh
RT @DrWMB: @CeeCeeOT @RebeccaCus @jaynethill @BillWongOT @lezeki Discovering different forms, functions and meanings of
rest as an occupati…

Updatify Now @updatifynow
Realme C21Y: September 2021 Security Patch with A.53 Build know more >>>>> https://t.co/UfSbC0vlOP #RealmeC21Y #Realme
#Securitypatch #News #OTalk #updatifynow #softwareupdate #september2021 https://t.co/YjpTBTA2NM

Claire @Claire_OT_
RT @GillyGorry: A GP once told me "energy breeds energy" personally I feel structure, routine, meaning & purpose lead to feeling
"energized…

Helen Atkin @HelenAtkin2
@preston_jenny Despite being an OT I wish I’d had an OT to talk to in relation to post cancer treatment fatigue #OTalk

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
@DiverseLearners That's interesting, I didn't know Alexa could be so helpful #otalk

Kerry Pace $  !  she/her @DiverseLearners
I work a lot from bed to help manage fatigue and wrote an article about it via https://t.co/d4rKCuW9pt Use Alexa when lying in bed with
light off to read me emails, answer my emails, compile lists, add to calendar send voice messages, tell me morning / night routines #OTalk

andrea in wonderland @annedraya
RT @DiverseLearners: I work a lot from bed to help manage fatigue and wrote an article about it via https://t.co/d4rKCuW9pt Use Alexa
whe…

#OTalk @OTalk_
2019 the #OTalk team planned more informal events like networking dinners & drops alongside publications & presentations. Including a
lets talk CPD in Scotland #OTalkTurnsTen #OTalkOnTour 1/4 https://t.co/SdSwWSPR3a

Dr Clare Taylor @ClareTaylorBU
RT @OTalk_: The team published in @OTnews an article on the outcome of the #OTalk Intern Project & helped @theRCOT to gather
views for thei…

#OTalk @OTalk_
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The RCOT Conference was now a staple in the #OTalk calendar & the team offered the community a chance to put faces to the names of
colleagues that had chatted online. With a group of over 30 attending the evening before #RCOT2019 #OTalkTurnsTen #OTalkOnTour 2/4
https://t.co/MlrseZUdxi

#OTalk @OTalk_
Also usual the again teamed up with @theOTshow seeing them hosting a few #OTalk chats in the run up to the event and us facilitating a
social media workshop live @theOTShow 2019 #OTalkTurnsTen #OTalkOnTour 3/4 https://t.co/mVnShtzBZa

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: The RCOT Conference was now a staple in the #OTalk calendar & the team offered the community a chance to put faces to
the names…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: Also usual the again teamed up with @theOTshow seeing them hosting a few #OTalk chats in the run up to the event and us
facilit…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: 2019 the #OTalk team planned more informal events like networking dinners & drops alongside publications &
presentations. Inclu…

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement 6 ⚕0  @Retired_AHPs
RT @OTalk_: The team published in @OTnews an article on the outcome of the #OTalk Intern Project & helped @theRCOT to gather
views for thei…

The OT Show @TheOTShow
RT @OTalk_: Later in the year we had our first stand at the @theOTShow and got to meet more of our community as well as present.
#OTalkTurn…

The OT Show @TheOTShow
RT @OTalk_: Also usual the again teamed up with @theOTshow seeing them hosting a few #OTalk chats in the run up to the event and us
facilit…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Help us Celebrate Share the love #OTalk #OTalkTurnsTen Bake us a birthday cake & share it #OTalkDoesBakeOff Apply to become a
member of #OTalk / #OTalk Research team #BecomeAnOTalkTeamMember 2019 4/4 Find out every #OTalkTurnsTen here
https://t.co/CnJm8O2pzc… via @OTalk_ 4/4 https://t.co/wiA5kYe49P

John Peter Guite @JPGUITE1
RT @OTalk_: Help us Celebrate Share the love #OTalk #OTalkTurnsTen Bake us a birthday cake & share it #OTalkDoesBakeOff Apply to
become a…

Shauna Feeney @shaunafeeneyOT
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: Help us Celebrate Share the love #OTalk #OTalkTurnsTen Bake us a birthday cake & share it #OTalkDoesBakeOff Apply to
become a…

Lana-Lee Jackson @lanaleejackson
RT @anyadei: @RosFrench1 @GeorgiaVineOT @lezeki Another analogy I have seen is about 'having too many tabs open' (I particularly
like it be…
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